
ENGAGING
PEOPLE

Join the Cooperative; we manufacture connected objects 
in the Grand West region of France and promote our regional companies 

on the international arena.

to make the Angers region THE go-to place
for IOT (connected objects) in Europe!

JOIN THE #ANGERSFRENCHTECH 
COOPERATIVE

And help the Angers region becomes 
THE go-to place in Europe for IoT (Connected Objects)



Where the digital, electronic and 
manufacturing worlds meet the day-
to-day operations of startups and small 
and medium-sized enterprises, and with 
a cultural mix of the facilities and good 
will of our stakeholders, many projects 
have flourished. Angers and the West of 
France is now one of the most important 
ecosystems in terms of IoT.

This is where the electronics industry of 
the future is invented and it will become 
the bedrock of the Smart World.

To respond to the challenge, bring 
projects more effectively to fruition 
and increase our operations (see the 
«Feuille de Route #AngersFrenchTech 
[#AngersFrenchTech roadmap]-
September 2017»), we are establishing 
the collective as a legal entity and 
structuring it to operate collaboratively: 
working together we can create and 
support projects dedicated to IOT in 
Angers as a Cooperative.

In accordance with the 
#AngersFrenchTech mission (see 
«Challenges») we appeal to you to join 
this SCIC (Special Interest Cooperative 
with simplified shares of variable 
capital) which will operate as a startup 
according to Michel Perrinet, the 
#AngersFrenchTech Delegate.  On the 
programme:  «See the big picture, aim 
high, move fast...and release the brake!»

Here you’ll find all the entrepreneurial 
talents in Angers who have come 
together to create economic value and 
jobs in the region, by developing startups 
in particular to form contracts with 
electronics companies in the region.

The Cooperative :  1 member = 1 vote

Mission :
• internationalisation in our DNA and a 

lever for reputation-building
• to use activities as a vehicle for 

acceleration
• to amalgamate and maximise the 

potential of the local ecosystem

Values : a sense of collective interest, 
fertile cooperation, confidence in our 
skills, commitment and creativity.

Governance : the cooperative is a new 
way of organising collaboration between 
companies, academics, individuals and 
public and private organisations with a 
common economic vision for the region.

Priorités stratégiques :
• Early 2018: set up the 

#AngersFrenchTech/Numa Angers 
IoT startup accelerator in the 
Wise’Factory premises near the Parc 
des Expositions d’Angers [exhibition 
centre].

• Boost regional initiatives: IoT research, 
Connected Week 2018, Smart City 
trial processes by Pavic, LegalTech 
IoT, etc.

• Create a space to act as base 
for the ecosystem where it can 
come together; a third facility 
of over 3000m2, including an 
innovative business centre and the 
#AngersFrenchTech Co-operative, at 

the Central Post Office in Angers city 

centre.

Get involved, take part, have your 
say... Join the #AngersFrenchTech 
Cooperative adventure

Since 2015, the collective operating 
under the #AngersFrenchTech 
label has been actively promoting 
the construction of Angers’ 
reputation for IoT in France 
and internationally, with 
the participation of regional 
stakeholders including higher 
education, public and private 
sector organisations, groups, 
innovative SMEs and startups.


